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Abstract

I analyze the interactions of debt overhang in multiple markets. When households�
loans are underwater, households make ine¢ cient consumption/saving decisions. When
banks�bonds are underwater, banks refuse to �nance new investments. The two prob-
lems can reinforce each other. From a macroeconomic perspective, the model suggests
that �nancial bailouts can be e¢ cient, that it might be optimal to favor the banks
during mortgages renegotiations, and �nancial globalization may prevent government
from undertaking e¢ cient recapitalization programs unless countries agree to coordinate
their e¤orts.

FIRST DRAFT.

�NBER and CEPR. I thank Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas and Ayhan Kose for their comments on an early
draft.
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Myers (1977) shows that debt overhang can lead to under-investment. Firms in �nan-

cial distress �nd it di¢ cult to raise capital for new investments because the proceeds from

these new investments mostly serve to increase the value of the existing debt instead of

equity. Debt overhang can be alleviated if the various creditors and shareholders manage

to renegotiate their contracts and restructure the balance sheets. This process is always

challenging and costly, and a large body of empirical research has shown the economic

importance of private renegotiation costs for �rms in �nancial distress (see Gilson, John,

and Lang (1990), Asquith, Gertner, and Scharfstein (1994), Hennessy (2004) among oth-

ers). The social costs of renegotiation may be even larger than the private costs because

renegotiations can trigger creditor runs among other �rms. Moreover, from a theoretical

perspective, one should expect renegotiation to be costly because otherwise debt would not

discipline managers or reduce risk shifting (Jensen and Meckling (1976), Hart and Moore

(1995)). Hence, debt holders are often dispersed which makes it di¢ cult to renegotiate

outside bankruptcy because of free-rider problems or contract incompleteness (see Bulow

and Shoven (1978), Gertner and Scharfstein (1991), and Bhattacharya and Faure-Grimaud

(2001)).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 sets up the model. Section 2 explains the

debt overhang equilibrium. I explain the externalities and strategic complementarities in

savings decisions, in investment decisions, and across savings and investment. I also discuss

multiple equilibria.

Section 3 explains the role of renegotiations. I show that it is optimal for the government

to subsidize renegotiations. I also show that it is optimal for the government to favor the

banks in the renegotiations of household loans.

Section 4 discusses government interventions: assets buybacks, recapitalizations, debt

guarantees.

Section 5 discusses the issues created by international banking operations. Section 6

concludes.

This paper relates to the literature on government bailouts. Most of the literature on

government bailouts focuses on �nancial institutions. Gorton and Huang (2004) argue that

there is a potential role for the government to bail out banks in distress because the govern-

ment can provide liquidity more e¤ectively than the private market. Diamond and Rajan
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(2005) show that bank bailouts can increase excess demand for liquidity, which can cause

further insolvency and lead to a meltdown of the �nancial system. Diamond (2001) empha-

sizes that governments should only bail out banks that have specialized knowledge about

their borrowers. Aghion, Bolton, and Fries (1999) show that bank bailout policies can be

designed such that they do not distort ex-ante lending incentives relative to strict bank clo-

sure policies. Kocherlakota (2009) analyzes resolutions to a banking crisis in a setup where

insurance provided by the government generates debt overhang. He analyzes the optimal

form of government intervention and �nds an equivalence result similar to our symmetric

information equivalence theorem. Debt overhang also plays a fundamental role in the model

of Diamond and Rajan (2009). Lamont (1995) presents a simple macroeconomic model but

does not analyze renegotiations or interventions. Philippon and Schnabl (2009) compare

various forms of government bailouts in a partial equilibrium model of debt overhang. They

�nd that, if �rms and the government have the same information at the time that �rms

decide whether to participate in a government program, all interventions are equivalent.

If, on the other hand, �rms have better information than the government at the time that

�rms decide whether to participate in a government program, buying equity dominates as-

set buybacks and debt guarantees. Debt overhang has also been analyzed in the context of

sovereign debt crisis (Krugman (1988), Aguiar, Amador, and Gopinath (forthcoming)).

1 Model

1.1 Technology and preferences

The economy is populated by a continuum of households i 2 [0; 1], and a continuum of

�nancial intermediaries (banks) j 2 [0; 1]. For simplicity, I do not introduce a separate non

�nancial corporate sector. I assume that intermediaries own industrial projects. In doing

so, I ignore contractual issues between the banks and the industrial sector.

The model has two dates, t = 1; 2. The utility of household i is:

U (i) = E

�
c1 (i) +

c2 (i)

�

�
(1)

Initial conditions.

Households and banks start the �rst period with outstanding �nancial claims that settle

at the end of the second period. Figure 1 presents the balance sheets. The �nancial assets
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of households are the bonds and stocks issued by the intermediaries. The liabilities of

households are the mortgages held by the banks. The assets of intermediaries are the loans

(mortgages) made to households as well as investments in pre-existing physical assets that

deliver exogenous payo¤s z at time 2. The liabilities of intermediaries are the bonds they

must pay back at date 2.

For simplicity, I assume that households have the same initial diversi�ed portfolios of

assets, and that they di¤er only by the face value of the loans they must repay at date 2.

Let F (m) be the cumulative distribution of the mortgages, with m 2 [0;1). Similarly, I

assume that banks hold diversi�ed portfolios of consumer credit, and that they di¤er only

by the face value of the bonds they have issued. Let G (b) be the distribution of the face

values of banks�bonds, with b 2
�
bmin; bmax

�
outstanding at date 0.

Time 1: Investment and saving.

At time 1, intermediaries receive an investment opportunity: they can spend x 2 f0; Xg

units of output at time 1 to create qx units of output at time 2, with q > �. Investment

can only be made by intermediaries. Let n be the face value of the new claims issued by

intermediaries to �nance these investments.

Households receive an endowment which can be used for consumption at date 1, or for

investment. For simplicity I assume that all individuals receive the same endowment �y1.

The endowments can be consumed or invested in �nancial claims issued by intermediaries.

Let �x be aggregate investment, and let �c1 be aggregate consumption at time 1. Clearing

the goods market requires

�y1 = �c1 + �x: (2)

While intermediaries chose how much to invest, households chose how much to consume

and how much to save in order to maximize their lifetime utility (1).

Time 2: Production and consumption.

At time 2, the exogenous assets produce z, and the new investments by intermediaries

return qx. Aggregate output at time 2 is:

�y2 = z + qx (3)

It is also equal to aggregate consumption �c2.
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1.2 First best equilibrium

Since q > �, it is optimal to invest as much as possible. The �rst best saving curve is

S� (r) = y11r��, while the �rst best investment curve is I� (r) = X1r�q. If �y1 > X, there

is excess savings, and the equilibrium is such that �x = X, �c1 = �y1 � X and the interest

rate is r = �. Alternatively, if �y1 < X, investment is constrained by available savings, so

that �x = �y1, �c1 = 0 and the interest rate is q.1 In the remaining of the paper, I assume an

interior solution for consumption at time 1:

Assumption 1: Excess savings. The aggregate endowment exceeds the investment ca-

pacity at time 1:

�y1 � X:

The required return in the �rst best equilibrium is therefore rFB = �, and the �rst best

quantities are cFB1 = �y1 �X; and cFB2 = �yFB2 = z + qX.

2 Debt overhang equilibrium

The key assumption of the debt overhang model is that outstanding claims are senior.

Assumption 2: Debt overhang. The initial banks�bonds b (resp. households�loans m)

are senior to the claims that can issued at date 1. Renegotiating the claims cost �b (resp.

�m).

I assume for now that �b = �m = 1 so renegotiation is impossible at date 1. I analyze

renegotiations in Section 3.

2.1 Consumption and saving

Financial contracts are settled at time 2. I have speci�ed the face values of the contracts:

m owed by individuals to banks, b and n owed by banks to individuals. Let �! be the actual

repayment on claim ! = fm; b; ng, and let ��! denote aggregate repayments.
1Note that in this case banks are indi¤erent between investing and not investing. Since projects are

indivisible at the micro level, a fraction of banks invest x = X, while the remaining banks invest nothing.
The fraction is such that the equilibrium condition �x = �y1 is satis�ed.
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Individuals hold diversi�ed portfolios of equity and debt, so their �nancial income is

only a function of aggregate payments from intermediaries. Let r be the gross rate of

return between dates 1 and 2. The wealth at time 2 of an individual who saved s at time 1

is:

w (s) = ��b + �e+ rs; (4)

Individual with mortgage loan m defaults if m � w (s). In case of default at date 2,

individuals consume nothing and their �nancial wealth goes to the banks holding the loans.

As we shall see, underwater households want to dis-save. They can sell their liquid stocks

and bonds holdings for a value (��b + �e) =r. The program of the individual is therefore

H : max y1 � s+ E
hc2
�

i
;

subject to s 2 [� (��b + �e) =r; y1], and c2 (s;m) = max (0; w (s)�m). The next lemma

characterizes the solution.

Lemma 1 The savings at date 1 of an individual with debt m is

s (m) = y1 � 1m2[0;m̂] �
��b + �e

r
� 1m2(m̂;1); (5)

where

m̂ � (r � �)
�
y1 +

��b + �e

r

�
: (6)

Proof. Since the benchmark model is deterministic, we can write the household�s

program as:

H : max
s2[�(��b+�e)=r;y1]

y1 � s+
1

�
max (0; w (s)�m) :

If r < � it is clear that s = � (��b + �e) =r for all households. In this case m̂ is negative and

m > m̂ for all households. If r � �, we have to consider the incentives of the household

given its outstanding loan m. If the household decides to consume all it can at time 1, and

default at time 2, it gets

cmax1 = y1 + (��b + �e) =r

On the other hand, the household could decide to save everything. If m > ��b+ �e+ ry1, the

household would still be insolvent and it would obviously be optimal to chose c1 = cmax1 . If
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on the other hand, the household is solvent conditional on saving all it can, then it consumes

cmax2 (m) = ry1 + ��b + �e�m

The marginal household is therefore characterized by the debt level m̂ such that cmax2 (m̂) =

�cmax1 .

Without debt overhang, the program would be linear. Debt overhand makes it convex so

the household chooses corner solutions: either s = � (��b + �e) =r or s = y1. Households with

loans above m̂ consume as much as possible at date 1 and default at date 2. Households

with loans below m̂ save all their income (s = y1) as long as � � r and they do not default at

date 2. The intuition is simple. If individuals have too much debt, they have no incentives

to save in conventional ways because their savings are given to banks. Equation (6) is

intuitive. The second term in parenthesis is simply NPV of households�assets, and r � �

is the spread of the market expected return over the rate of time preference. The spread is

required to induce saving under debt overhang.

Debt overhang induces households to make ine¢ cient decisions. In the simple stylized

model presented here, they consume more at date 1. In reality, they could also decrease

investment in maintenance of their homes, decrease job searching e¤orts, increase time spent

avoiding repayments, etc. The robust e¤ect is that they decrease investment in assets and

activities that can be appropriated by their creditors, and they increase consumptions and

activities that cannot be taken away from them in case of personal bankruptcy.

2.2 Borrowing and investment

We solve the investment problem by backward induction. At time 2, banks hold diversi�ed

portfolios of consumer credit, so they receive ��m. Banks repay according to seniority rules.

Their exogenous assets yield z. Therefore, a bank with investment x, initial bonds b and

new liabilities n defaults at time 2 if and only if:

z + qx+ ��m < b+ n: (7)

The repayments from banks to their claim holders follow strict priority rules. Senior debt

holders (holding the initial long term bonds) are paid �rst:

�b = min (b; z + qx+ ��m) ;
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then junior debt holders (holding the notes issued at time 1):

�n = min (n; z + qx+ ��m � �b) ;

and �nally the shareholders:

e = z + qx+ ��m � �b � �n:

At time 1, the investment decision is made to maximize shareholder value, taking as given

the initial outstanding liabilities b. For any bank, we can use the participation constraint

of new investors E [�n] = rx to write shareholder value at time 1 as:

E1 [ejx] = z + ��m + (q � r)x�min (b; z + qx+ ��m) : (8)

Equation (8) says that the returns to investing are the NPV of the project (q � r)x �as

it would be in the �rst best economy �minus the transfers to existing bond holders. We

therefore have the following lemma:

Lemma 2 The investment function of a bank with debt level b is

x (b) = X � 1b�b̂ � 1r�q; (9)

where

b̂ � z + ��m + (q � r)X: (10)

Proof. Investment takes place if and only if

E1 [ejx = X] > E1 [ejx = 0]

or

(q � r)X > min (b; z + qX + ��m)�min (b; z + ��m)

A bank that is always solvent (b � z + ��m) will invest if and only if q > r. A bank that is

never solvent (z+��m+ qX < b) will never invest. The marginal bank is indi¤erent between

investing and not investing when (q � r)X = b � z � ��m. This de�nes the debt threshold

for investment b̂.

We saw earlier how debt overhang led households to make ine¢ cient savings decisions.

In the case of banks, we see that debt overhang leads to under-investment in new projects

at time 1. Banks with debt above b̂ do not invest even though the projects have positive

net present value.
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2.3 Equilibrium conditions

To understand the macroeconomic equilibrium conditions, we need to bring together the

balance sheets of banks and individuals. An important relation comes from the aggregate

balance sheets of banks. We know that ��b + �e = z + q�x+ ��m � ��n and ��n = r�x, therefore:

��b + �e = z + (q � r) �x+ ��m: (11)

We can now present the equilibrium conditions.

Proposition 1 The equilibrium conditions of the debt overhang model are the �ow of pay-

ments from households to banks:

��m (m̂) =

Z m̂

0
mdF (m) ; (12)

the individual default threshold:

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 +

z + (q � r) �x+ ��m (m̂)
r

�
; (13)

the aggregate savings condition (for r > �):

�x = y1F (m̂)�
z + (q � r) �x+ ��m

r
(1� F (m̂)) ; (14)

and the aggregate investment condition (for r < q):

�x = XG (z + ��m (m̂) + (q � r)X) : (15)

Proof. The repayments of a household with debt level m to its bank is m if m < m̂

and 0 otherwise. In the aggregate, we therefore get (12). Using (11) we can rewrite (6) as

(13). If we aggregate individual savings (5), we get

S = y1F (m̂)�
��b + �e

r
(1� F (m̂)) :

Using (11) and S = �x, we then obtain (14). Finally, if we aggregate investment decisions

(9), we get (15).

We have 4 unknowns �x, r, m̂, � and 4 equations. Consider the �rst two equilibrium

conditions, (12) and (13), holding �x and r constant. Equation (12) says that the �ow of
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payments from individuals to banks, ��m, increases with the default threshold m̂. Equation

(13) characterizes the optimal savings behavior of an individual, given her expectations

about future income from intermediaries, q�x + ��m, and given excess returns on savings,

(r � �) y1. The higher these are, the more the individual is willing to save. In this schedule,

m̂ is increasing in �x and in r, and in ��m.

Lemma 3 Debt overhang creates strategic complementarities in savings decisions

Proof. From equation (12), we know that repayments ��m are increasing in m̂

@��m
@m̂

= m̂f (m̂)

From equation (13) we know that m̂ is increasing in ��m

@m̂

@��m
= 1� �=r

Individuals eventually receive the income of intermediaries. So if ��m increases, banks

receive more, and so do individuals, because they hold the bonds and stocks of interme-

diaries. These are the �rst complementarities in the model. Lemma 3 suggests that the

savings system is not stable when (1� �=r) m̂f (m̂) > 1, even without the consequences on

investment.

The aggregate savings curve (14) says, in equilibrium, the savings of solvent households

must �nance investment plus the net dis-savings of insolvent agents. Along the savings

curve, m̂ must increase in �x: more capital spending requires more agents to save. A higher

interest rate, on the other hand, decreases the NPV of the insolvent�s agent portfolios of

liquid claims, so fewer agents need to save to �nance the same �x, and we would expect m̂

to decrease with r.

Consider now equation (15).

XG (z + ��m + (q � r)X) = �x
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If, as is plausible, we have @m̂=@�x > 0, then both the LHS and the RHS are increasing in

�x. The intuition is the following. When more banks �nance new projects, economic value

is created. This value eventually trickles down to households, who are thus less likely to

default on their loans. This makes banks more solvent, and therefore more willing to �nance

new investment.

Let us de�ne:

m̂q � (q � �)
�
y1 +

z + ��m (m̂q)

q

�
(16)

We can state a general property about the equilibrium interest rate.

Lemma 4 All equilibria must have r > �. If qy1F (m̂q) � (z + ��m (m̂q)) (1� F (m̂q)),

then there is a unique equilibrium with r � q and no investment (�x = 0). If qy1F (m̂q) >

(z + ��m (m̂q)) (1� F (m̂q)), then all equilibria have strictly positive investment and r 2

(�; q).

Proof. Suppose r � �. Then m̂ � 0 and F (m̂) = 0 and savings would be negative,

which is not feasible. Hence r > �. At the other extreme, suppose that r � q. Then �x = 0

and the savings equilibrium requires

y1F (m̂) =
z + ��m
r

(1� F (m̂))

Is this an equilibrium? Suppose r = q. Then we can solve for m̂q de�ned above. If at r = q

we have y1F (m̂q) >
z+��m
q (1� F (m̂q)) then there is no equilibrium with r � q. Because an

increase in r from r = q would only increase m̂ and therefore y1F (m̂) >>
z+��m
r (1� F (m̂)).

On the other hand, if y1F (m̂q) � z+��m
q (1� F (m̂q)), then there is a unique equilibrium

with r � q. This equilibrium has no investment.

2.4 Open Economy

The open economy with exogenous interest rate is easier to analyze. The savings curve (14)

becomes irrelevant, and the equilibrium conditions are simply:

��m (m̂) =

Z m̂

0
mdF (m)

m̂

r � � = y1 +
z + (q � r) �x+ ��m (m̂)

r

�x = XG (z + ��m (m̂) + (q � r)X)
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Response to shocks.

The exogenous variables in the model are z and y1. We can use them to understand

how the economy reacts to shocks. If we take the total di¤erential of the system, we get�
r

r � � � m̂f (m̂)
�
dm̂ = (q � r) d�x+ rdy1 + dz

d�x = Xg
�
b̂
�
(m̂f (m̂) dm̂+ dz)

And therefore �
r

r � � � (1 + ̂) m̂f (m̂)
�
dm̂ = rdy1 + �̂dz

where I have de�ned

̂ � (q � r)Xg
�
b̂
�

(17)

The system is locally stable if

r

r � � > (1 + ̂) m̂f (m̂) : (18)

In the �rst best case, neither z nor y1 has any impact on investment. Exogenous shocks to

y1 or to z a¤ect investment in the debt overhang economy. Negative shocks increase the

fraction of non performing loans, decrease the quality of banks balance sheets, and therefore

decrease investment.

Multiple equilibria

The complementarities explained above can also give rise to multiple equilibria. Here is

a simple example to illustrate the potential for multiple equilibria. There are 1� � agents

with no debt, m = 0, and � agents with debt m =M . We consider an equilibrium where a

share � of the indebted agents default. In other words, F (m̂) = 1� �+ (1� �)� = 1� ��.

Then

��m = (1� �)�M

Individuals must be indi¤erent, so m̂ =M :

M = (r � �)
�
y1 +

z + (q � r) �x+ ��m
r

�
Finally

�x = XG (z + ��m + (q � r)X)
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Consider good equilibrium where � = 0, ��m = �M . Of course this equilibrium can only

happen in the open economy because it has excess savings since y > X. So this equilibrium

requires that the economy runs a surplus. The rate is pinned down by the world market

and the investment curve is �x = XG (z + �M + (q � r)X). This can be an equilibrium if

and only if it is indeed the case that:

M � m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 +

z + (q � r)XG (z + �M + (q � r)X) + �M
r

�
Note that (r � �)�=r < 1 so the condition is not trivially satis�ed.

Now consider the polar opposite, where all indebted agents default: � = 1 and ��m = 0.

The investment curve is �x = XG (z + (q � r)X). Indeed � = 1 if

M > (r � �)
�
y1 +

z + (q � r)XG (z + (q � r)X)
r

�
So the condition for multiple equilibria is

G (z + (q � r)X) < r

(r � �) (q � r)
M

X
� ry1 + z

(q � r)X � G (z + �M + (q � r)X) + �

(q � r)
M

X

Multiple equilibria are possible if the mass of investing banks increases enough fromG (z + (q � r)X)

to G (z + �M + (q � r)X). This is similar to a global violation of the local stability con-

straint (18).

2.5 Summary

The debt overhang economy has the following features.

1. Banks have outstanding mortgages on their books, and the performance of these loans

is a¤ected by macroeconomic conditions

2. Banks can �nance new investment in the corporate sector, but their willingness to do

so decreases if their legacy loans are non-performing.

3. Households� balance sheets improve when banks �nance new investments because

households are residuals claimants.

4. When households balance sheets improve, they are less likely to default on their

existing mortgage loans, and this improves the balance sheet of the banks. The banks

are then more willing to �nance new investments.
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5. Finally, in the closed-economy context, there would be an additional e¤ect coming

from the crowding out of investment by the current consumption of households with

under-water loans. This e¤ect is not present in the open-economy because the supply

of savings is fully elastic.

The �rst externality in the model is that one bank does not take into account the impact

of increased activity on the default rate of other banks�loans when deciding to make new

loans. The second externality is that one household does not take into account the impact

of its default on the balance sheets of the banks.

3 Renegotiations

A theoretical solution to debt overhang is renegotiation between equity and debt holders.

If renegotiation is costless, e¢ ciency is restored. In practice, however, renegotiation often

requires bankruptcy, which is a costly process. Indeed, a large body of empirical research has

shown the economic importance of private renegotiation costs for �rms in �nancial distress

(see Gilson, John, and Lang (1990), Asquith, Gertner, and Scharfstein (1994), Hennessy

(2004) among others). The social costs of renegotiation may be even larger than the private

costs because renegotiations can trigger creditor runs among other �rms. Moreover, from

a theoretical perspective, one should expect renegotiation to be costly because otherwise

debt would not discipline managers or reduce risk shifting (Hart and Moore (1995), Jensen

and Meckling (1976)). Hence, debt holders are often dispersed which makes it di¢ cult to

renegotiate outside bankruptcy because of free-rider problems or contract incompleteness

(see Bulow and Shoven (1978), Gertner and Scharfstein (1991), and Bhattacharya and

Faure-Grimaud (2001)).

In our framework, there are two separate debt overhand frictions, one with savers, one

with intermediaries.

3.1 Renegotiating mortgages

The e¢ ciency gains depend on the market interest rate. When r is above �, households

should save. Some do not because they would transfer too much to the banks. At cost �m,

the household and the banks can engage in e¢ cient renegotiations. Without renegotiations,
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the banks gets 0 at date 2, and the household gets utility from c1 only, which is equivalent

to consumption at date 2 equal to

�cmax1 = � (y1 + (��b + �e) =r)

With e¢ cient bargaining the household would save since r > � and the income available at

date 2 would be ry1 + ��b + �e. The net surplus at time 1 from e¢ cient renegotiation is

�m =
ry1 + ��b + �e� �cmax1

r
� �m

�m =

�
1� �

r

��
y1 +

��b + �e

r

�
� �m

If �m > 0 renegotiations take place. Let � be the share of surplus that banks obtain. This

means that the bank now receives at time 2

~�m = �r�m

while households consume

~c2 = �c
max
1 + (1� �) r�m

Note that using (11), we also obtain

�m �
�
r � �
r

��
y1 +

z + (q � r) �x+ ��m
r

�
� �m

It seems plausible that the costs of renegotiations depend on the amount by which the loan

is under water. I therefore assume that �m depends on m� m̂

�m = �m (m� m̂) ;

where the function �m (:) is increasing, convex, and such that �m (0) = 0.

If we still de�ne m̂ as the point of e¢ cient behavior without renegotiations, we can now

de�ne a new cuto¤ ~m by �m ( ~m) = 0:

�m ( ~m� m̂) =
�
r � �
r

��
y1 +

z + (q � r) �x+ ��m
r

�
We can write

r�m (m) = m̂� r�m (m� m̂)

��m =

Z m̂

0
mdF (m) + �

Z ~m

m̂
r�m (m) dF (m)
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The unknowns are r; m̂; �x. Under loans renegotiations, we therefore have the following

equilibrium conditions:

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 +

z + (q � r) �x+ ��m
r

�
�x = y1 � (1� F ( ~m))

m̂

r � � �
Z ~m

m̂
�m (m� m̂) dF (m)

�x = XG (z + ��m + (q � r)X)

and the de�nitions of ~m and ��m as functions of r; m̂; �x are

r�m ( ~m� m̂) = m̂

��m =

Z m̂

0
mdF (m) + �

Z ~m

m̂
(m̂� r�m (m� m̂)) dF (m)

Proposition 2 If the government can in�uence renegotiations of household mortgages, it

is optimal to favor the banks.

Proof. The bargaining power of the banks only enters through the repayments �ows

��m. A higher � increases the locus of the ��m function. But from the investment equation

(15), we know that a higher ��m increases aggregate investment. Since �x is too low, it is

optimal to favor the banks.

The reason for this result is that households own the banks. So in the aggregate, what

they pay as debtors they receive as shareholders. But increasing ��m decreases bank debt

overhang, so it is bene�cial.

3.2 Renegotiating bank debt

The investment rule is to invest when b < b̂ = z + (q � r)X + ��m. When this constraint

binds, banks shareholders and bondholders would like to renegotiate the face values of senior

liabilities b. The NPV of foregone investment is (q=r � 1)X so renegotiation takes place if

and only if �b > 0 where

�b � (q=r � 1)X � �b

Without renegotiations, the shareholders get 0 and the bond holders get z + ��m. Let � be

the bargaining power of the shareholders. After renegotiations, the shareholders get ��b

16



while the debt holders get ��m + z + (1� �) �b. For the banks that do not renegotiate, we

have still have �b + e = z + (q � r)x+ ��m and

b̂ = z + ��m + (q � r)X

For the banks that renegotiate, we have

�b + e = z + (q � r)X + ��m � r�b
�
b� b̂

�
The marginal bank is such that �b = 0, which de�nes the cuto¤ ~b

�b

�
~b� b̂

�
� (q=r � 1)X

In the aggregate, the �ow payments equation (11) becomes

��b + �e = z + (q � r) �x+ ��m � r
Z ~b

b̂
�b

�
b� b̂

�
dG (b) (19)

Equation (12) is unchanged: ��m (m̂) =
R m̂
0 mdF (m). Equation (13) is now

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 +

��b + �e

r

�
with the new �ows payments from equation (19). The aggregate savings curve (14) becomes

S = y1 � (1� F (m̂))
m̂

r � � �
Z ~b

b̂
�b

�
b� b̂

�
dG (b)

The aggregate investment curve (15) now becomes

�x = XG
�
~b
�

We can therefore state the following proposition:

Proposition 3 The government is indi¤erent to the sharing of the surplus in the renego-

tiations of bank debt.

This is in sharp contrast with the case of loans. The reason is that households own the

banks. Therefore they do not care (in the aggregate) whether the bondholders gain or lose

at the expense of shareholders.
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4 Government interventions

If the deadweight losses from debt overhang and bankruptcy is high, there might be room

for an intervention by the government. The government can alleviate the debt overhang

problem by providing capital to the banks, or by helping insolvent households.

4.1 Financial bailouts

The government has several ways to bail out the �nancial system. In an equity injection, the

government provides cash to the banks, and asks for equity in exchange. In a debt guarantee

program, the government o¤ers to guarantee the new debt issued by banks. The banks can

then borrow at the risk free rate. In an asset buyback program, the government o¤ers to

buy back the toxic assets from the banks above market price. Philippon and Schnabl (2009)

show that, absent private information on the side of banks, all these programs are equivalent.

For simplicity, I focus here on a pure cash transfer and I abstract from deadweight losses

from taxation.

The government taxes the endowment at time 1 and raises an amount � . It can then

transfer this amount to the banks. After the transfer, each bank must borrow only X � �

from investors. These investors require expected returns r (X � �). If the banks is always

solvent with the new cash � , i.e. if z + ��m + � > b, then the bank invests. The marginal

bank is such that it is insolvent if it does not invest, and solvent if it does, in which case it

gets e = z + ��m + qX � r (X � �)� b. The investment condition becomes

b < b̂ = z + ��m + (q � r)X + r� (20)

Banks that do not invest can lend the cash � , and for these banks we have �b+e = z+��m+r� .

If we aggregate across all banks, the �ow payments equation (11) becomes

��b + �e = z + ��m + r� + (q � r) �x (21)

Equation (12) is unchanged: ��m (m̂) =
R m̂
0 mdF (m). Equation (6) becomes

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 � � +

��b + �e

r

�
(22)

Using the new �ow equation (21), we see that equation (13) does not change

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 � � +

z + ��m + r� + (q � r) �x
r

�
= (r � �)

�
y1 +

z + ��m + (q � r) �x
r

�
18



with the new �ows payments from equation (19). The aggregate savings curve (14) is also

unchanged because household savings decrease by � to y1� � � (1� F (m̂)) m̂
r�� while bank

savings increase by � , and the demand for funds is now only �x�� . Hence (14) is unchanged.

Finally, the aggregate investment curve (15) now becomes

�x = XG (z + ��m + (q � r)X + r�)

So equations (12), (13), and (14) are unchanged, while the schedule of aggregate investment

curve (15) moves up. Hence, investment must increase.

In the open economy case, we get�
r

r � � � (1 + ̂) m̂f (m̂)
�
dm̂ = ̂rd�

with ̂ de�ned in (17). This equation shows that the fraction of insolvent households

decrease with the �nancial bailout. Similarly, aggregate investment increases by

d�x = Xg
�
b̂
�
(m̂f (m̂) dm̂+ rd�)

So investment goes up for two reasons: the direct impact on banks�liquidity, and the indirect

impact on the performance of their mortgages.

Proposition 4 Financial bailouts increase welfare by increasing investment and increasing

the fraction of solvent households.

Of course, in reality, these e¢ ciency gains must be compared the deadweight losses from

taxation. But we will see in Section 5 how �nancial globalization changes this outcome even

without deadweight losses from taxes.

4.2 Households bailouts

Consider the simple model with two groups of households. There are 1� � agents with no

debt, m = 0, and � agents with debt m =M . We consider an equilibrium where a share �

of the indebted agents default. In other words, F (m̂) = 1� � + (1� �)� = 1� ��, and

��m = (1� �)�M:
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The government levies a per-capita tax � on the households with no debt and transfers � 0

it to the households with debt M . The budget constraint requires

(1� �) � = �� 0

The default threshold is now

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 + �

0 +
z + (q � r) �x+ ��m

r

�
(23)

The savings curve is

�x = (1� ��) y1 � ��
�
z + (q � r) �x+ ��m

r
+ � 0

�
Finally the investment curve is still

�x = XG (z + ��m + (q � r)X) :

Proposition 5 In a closed economy, households�bailouts can back�re.

Proof. Consider a candidate equilibrium with r = q and no investment. What is the

condition for a no investment outcome with � = 1? The critical value is

m̂q = (q � �)
�
y1 + �

0 +
z

q

�
If m̂q < M , then all indebted households indeed default. Without investment the savings

condition is

(1� �) y1 � �
�
z

q
+ � 0

�
The condition for the bad outcome is therefore

y1
�
� y1 + � 0 +

z

q
� M

q � �

Whether � 0 helps or hurt depends on which side is tighter. If M is large so that the second

condition is satis�ed (this means households with high debt are underwater even with the

transfer), then the bad outcome might be avoided by the fact that y1=� > y1 + z=q. But

with the transfer � 0, the savings curve goes down because the government transfers money
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to agents who consume too much. If the transfer is such that y1=� � y1+ � 0+ z=q then the

bad outcome becomes an equilibrium, while it was not an equilibrium before.

In an open economy, however, this type of transfer is always good because the default

threshold in (23) improves while the savings curve is irrelevant. Then an increase in � 0

simply improve the performance of mortgage loans, and this has a positive indirect impact

on investment.

5 International coordination

Now imagine a world of small open economies. Households own domestic and foreign stocks

and bonds. Let � be the share of foreign assets in domestic households�portfolios. Similarly,

let � be the share of foreign mortgages in domestic banks�portfolios. Without interventions,

equation (12) is unchanged, ��m (m̂) =
R m̂
0 mdF (m), and the equilibrium conditions are:

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 + (1� �)

��b + �e

r
+ �

���b + �e
�

r

�
��b + �e = z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + (q � r) �x

�x = XG (z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + (q � r)X)

Consider now the �nancial bailout of Section 4. If we aggregate all the economies, it

is clear that we go back to the previous analysis. In other words, global bailouts improve

e¢ ciency. But this does not mean that an individual country would �nd it in its own

interest to bail out its �nancial system. This is the issue that we now analyze.

Consider a domestic bailout. The government taxes the endowment at time 1 and raises

an amount � . It can then transfer this amount to the domestic banks. With the transfer,

the cuto¤ becomes:

b̂ = z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + (q � r)X + r�

In the aggregate, the �ow payments equation (11) becomes

��b + �e = z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + r� + (q � r) �x

Equation (6) becomes

m̂ = (r � �)
�
y1 � � + (1� �)

��b + �e

r
+ �

���b + �e
�

r

�
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If the country is small, it does not take into account the impact of its decision on the foreign

payouts ���b + �e
�. Putting the pieces together, we get

r

r � � m̂ = ry1 � �r� + (1� �) (z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + (q � r) �x) + � (���b + �e�)

�x = XG (z + (1� �) ��m + ����m + (q � r)X + r�)

If we di¤erentiate the system, we get

(r= (r � �)� (1� �) (1� �) m̂f (m̂)) dm̂ = (1� �) (q � r) d�x� �rd�

d�x = Xg
�
b̂
�
((1� �) m̂f (m̂) dm̂+ rd�)

And therefore�
r

r � � � (1� �) (1� �) (1 + ̂) m̂f (m̂)
�
dm̂ = ((1� �) ̂ � �) rd�

with ̂ de�ned in (17).

Proposition 6 Domestic �nancial bailouts are less e¢ cient when banks operate interna-

tionally, and when households diversify their �nancial portfolios. When (1� �) ̂ < �,

�nancial bailouts lead to more mortgage defaults.

Corollary 1 Financial globalization creates the need for coordination in �nancial bailouts.

It is clear that countries have an incentive to free-ride on foreign recapitalization pro-

grams.

6 Conclusion

I have presented a simple model where debt overhang occurs simultaneously in two markets.

Households�mortgages can be under-water, and this can lead them to take ine¢ cient actions

to avoid transferring wealth to their creditors. Banks�s bonds can be under-water, and this

can lead them to pass on positive NPV projects. The two problems interact in equilibrium

in a way that can amplify shocks or even lead to multiple equilibria.
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When I study government interventions, I �nd that governments might want to favor

the banks during the renegotiations of mortgages, and that �nancial bailouts can improve

economic e¢ ciency.

In open economies, I �nd that bailouts might require coordination among countries,

since it is possible that no country would chose to bail out its �nancial system, even though

coordinated bailouts could improve or restore e¢ ciency.
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Fig 1: Timing, Technology and Balance Sheets
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Figure 2: First Best Equilibrium
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